
Create - Low Scoring - Sample Response C 
 

1. Video: https://youtu.be/_yWDjEq6kRs 
2. Written Responses: 

a. For my program, I had used language of JavaScript to create it. The purpose of my program is to make a game 
featuring the use of trying to find a specific number between two set numbers. The game is also supposed to help 
give hints to where the number is located. Once the number is found, it will pop up on the screen that the user has 
successfully found the number and that they have won the game. The video demonstrates the use of the program 
and how it works. The user is testing it out and putting random numbers in. The hints are also helping in finding the 
number as the user gets closer. The video also illustrates what happens on multiple attempts at guessing for the 
secret number and the results that will occur. 

b. The process of creating my program was a very large struggle that took a long period of time in creating and making 
it right. At the start I had troubles trying to figure out where to start my code as we had not independently created our 
own code in the past before. However after I a while I was able to find my footing in creating the program. My 
program itself was independent and I had very little help in creating my own program. This helped and hurt me at the 
same time as while I was able to learn a lot coding the program, my code was very small in general compared to 
others in this class. The main struggle I had was finding a way in creating a mystery number for my code. This took a 
while as I wasn't collaborating with others to find out how to. However after looking back on previous code I had 
created before, I was able to create my mystery number generator and solved my problem. After that, I just added on 
with basic code had done in the past and implemented it into my code and was successfully able to make my 
program. 

c. My algorithm is able to implement many others algorithms in multiple ways. It first is able to integrate the variables by 

creating its own variable for guessing. After this it is able to implement other situations such as if the number is over 

the secret number or if the number is smaller than the secret number created by the mystery number. This is able to 

implement previous code created by the mystery number that I had created in my code. Also another portion of code 

that I created is the use of adding a chat if you win or have not gotten the mystery number. It creates an alert that 

pops up on your screen if you have achieved success in finding the mystery number as it will say "well done it was 

'mystery number'." 

 

This algorithm keeps track of how many of each prize has been collected. In the code just before this 

segment I create a list that stores the number of each prize that was collected, and set all the values of the elements 

to 0. I needed to integrate an algorithm for simulating one purchase with an algorithm for continuing until one of each 

prize is won. 

The first algorithm is the set block combined with the replace block. I take the current value of a certain 

element in the list and add 1, to mark one more of that prize. 

https://youtu.be/_yWDjEq6kRs


The second algorithm involves the repeat block that continues until I have one of each kind of prize. I 

needed a way to stop this loop when you have a complete set of prizes. The repeat until block has a condition "not 

countOfEach contains 0." In effect this allows the repeat to continue until the list contains no zeros. 

d. My abstraction was able to handle my program in multiple ways. It was able to hold the random number that I had 

created which helped make my program succeed. It also helped in creating situations of what to do when numbers 

are guessed. Such as holding the code of the secret number and popping up words when a specific number is 

shown. These concepts were created logically as previous code had helped show me the way. 
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